
 

 

 

 

THORNDIKE PRESS LARGE PRINT BOOKS 

*16-point Plantin  *  NAVH approved * All titles are complete and Unabridged 

Thorndike Press, an imprint of Gale, Cengage Learning is the World’s Largest Publisher of Large Print Books.  We offer 

over 1,400 individual titles a year to choose from, at a 20% discount, and shipping is Free!  The promotional code to 

reference when ordering is L2790C to receive the 20% discount and free shipping.   

Promotions:  Thorndike Press offers a variety of special promotions throughout the year with discounts up to 65% 

discount and free shipping.  Each promotional piece offers a specific promotional code to reference when ordering.   

Thorndike Press also offers over 37 Large Print Standing Order Plans that offer a variety of discounts from 20% discount 

up to 45% discount.  All standing order plans off Free Shipping!  Standing order plans allow you to bring the best titles 

available in the large print format to your patrons automatically each month.  Our plans offer a wide range of genres 

including:  Christian, Clean Reads, Mysteries, Cozy Mysteries, Nonfiction, Westerns, Young Adult titles, and top new 

bestsellers. 

Simultaneous Publications: 

Each year Thorndike Press will publish approximately 120 Large Print bestselling titles simultaneously with the original 

publisher’s standard print editions.  This allows you to bring these exciting titles to all your patrons without the wait.   

How to order: 

Judy Gagnon, Representative  

Phone 800-223-1244 ext. 27526, Fax 800-558-4676, email:  judy.gagnon@cengage.com 

Oder using our website at www.gale.com/thorndike  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

FIVE STAR PUBLISHING  

• 11 Point Font 

Five Star Publishing (standard print) is an imprint of Gale, Cengage Learning  offering original fiction titles bring you even 

more title selection in 11 point format for your patrons, also at a 20% discount and free shipping on individual titles of 

your choice.  The promotional code to reference when ordering is L2790C to receive the 20% discount and free shipping.   

The Five Star Standing order plans all offer a 25% discount and free shipping.  The Five Star standing order plans offer of 

genres including:  Westerns, Frontier Fiction, and Mystery titles. All titles are standard print, original fiction titles that 

have been well reviewed by Library Journal, Booklist, Kirkus Review, and Publishers Weekly.  Save time and money by 

signing up for standing order plans.   

How to order: 

Judy Gagnon, Representative  

Phone 800-223-1244 ext. 27526, Fax 800-558-4676, email:  judy.gagnon@cengage.com 

Oder using our website at www.gale.com/thorndike  


